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Promotional efforts could be directed toward families, rather than just to- ward individuals, to help build a
foundation of support for the value of living in CNs and using public transportation. The suggestion instead is
to embrace more individual-centred and context-sensitive approaches and solutions. The practical implication
is that it will be difficult to significantly change beliefs about riding transit with public policy messages alone.
Finally, comparative questions can also be asked with regard to differences between executives in the NHS
and other health-care systems e. All rights reserved. Practical implications of this research all derive from
three component strategies that involve encouraging individuals to move to a CN and en- couraging them to
increase their use of transit and walking instead of driving. You should consider these themes on your
implication section. Policies such as reducing the zoning requirement for parking in CNs, providing mortgages
that recognize savings from reduced car use or ownership, and employer incentive programs for transit use and
ride- sharing could help in this regard. The study could also be extended in longitudinal and comparative
ways. Using the TPB, prior research, and findings from focus group discussions as a guide, this study
identified a set of independent variables that are used to explain differences or variation in ATT, SN, and SCF,
as well as intent. What personal style do I tend to adopt i. Accordingly, the first major practical contribution of
the present research is that it provides much needed empirical data on the actual jobs of NHS trust CEOs, their
mundane preoccupations, what they do most of the time and with what in mind. One could also ask whether
and to what extent it is possible to identify different ideal types of knowledgeable managers, so that a typology
of managerial forms of knowledgeability can be constructed. Questions could include the following: Is there a
statistical correlation between the type of personal infrastructure of knowledgeability, its elements, and the
personality of the CEO e. Before you write an implication on a research paper, take your time to go back and
read the significance of the study. Individuals who have never used public transportation or who use it rarely
tend not to consider public transportation as a viable alternative for meeting their transportation needs. Now
that you have your data, has your perspective changed? Hence, the practical implications that can be derived
are thereby somewhat limited or tentative. Literarily, the word practical means the actual results.
Contextualizing your findings within previous research helps readers to grasp the significance of your research
- how your research builds on, and contributes to knowledge. C H A P T E R 1 3 Practical Implications of the
Research Although this research was experimental in nature, there are some findings that provide practical
advice to practition- ers in the transit field. For example, those who say that owning fewer cars is a good thing
would fall into this positive group, as would those who value a clean environment. Further research could also
take a historical perspective and ask if the work of top NHS executives has significantly changed in the last
several decades, including a significant shift in skills and attitude and if it should have occurred. Are there any
practical implications e. Thus, practical strategies that seek to induce a mode change should recognize that
individ- uals may be more receptive during these periods of change in their lives. If the transit system is
believed to be safer and more attractive, family and friends are likely to feel more positive about transit, which
will further motivate the members of this group to translate their expressed intent into actual transit- riding
behavior. A second important implication of our study derives from our finding on the uniqueness of the
knowledge and information work carried out by NHS CEOs as part of the TMT.


